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The Kansas City Fed’s community development team joined peers from the Atlanta, Dallas and Philadelphia Feds to co-host

the first-ever Digital Inclusion Research Forum (DIRF), held in Dallas October 12-13, 2023. The forum was more than a year in

the making. The Banks held it after hearing from digital inclusion academics and researchers, practitioners, and policymakers.

Why did we do it?

The Infrastructure, Investments and Jobs Act (IIJA), passed in November 2021, includes $65 billion in new program funding

for broadband expansion through the Broadband, Equity, Access and Deployment (BEAD) program. IIJA also included another

$2.75 billion in funding for digital equity programs. State governments need to create five-year plans outlining how they

would deploy the funds before they could access either bucket of funding.

Measuring outcomes would be a key component of the BEAD and digital equity grant programs. Throughout 2021-2022, the

call by policymakers and practitioners for relevant research grew louder. While some digital inclusion research existed, it

wasn’t always easy for non-academics to understand. There also appeared to be research gaps in some areas of digital inclusion,

and interest from academics and researchers in better understanding digital inclusion issues.

Scroll to the bottom of this page to see photos from the event.

How did we go about it?

The four Reserve Banks formed a planning team. We wanted to ensure the forum addressed as many aspects of digital

inclusion as possible, so we created an advisory committee with some of our existing community partners. We asked them

what voices were missing from the committee, and who within their networks could fill those gaps. Our advisory committee

grew to 20 members representing academics and researchers, digital inclusion practitioners, and state broadband and digital

equity offices.

The advisory committee helped shape the forum objectives, which were to provide:
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• A framework for existing research;

• Relevant context and appropriate applications for using existing research; and

• A forum for informing and advancing new research.

We then issued a public call for presentation proposals, which generated 45 responses from across the country and

internationally. The planning team ranked each proposal according to the questions below.

Does the proposal:

• Present a framework for existing research?

• Provide relevant context and appropriate applications for existing research?

• Inform or advance new research?

• Inform gaps in existing literature or data?

• Present clear objectives and/or learning outcomes?

• Center equity and/or inclusion in the proposal?

• Present recent data?

• Demonstrate expertise in the field?

• Provide a diverse perspective?

After careful consideration, we selected 23 proposals for presentation. We wove the proposals into 18 sessions and combined

them with several networking sessions to form our final agenda. Presentations from the sessions can be found linked in the

agenda.

What were the results?

The forum attracted more than 160 attendees from 32 states. Roughly a third of those identified as academics and/or

researchers, with another third identifying as practitioners. The remaining 31% of attendees were a combination of funders,

policymakers and/or Federal Reserve staff. Nearly half of attendees had three years or less experience working in the field. Just

15% had ten or more years’ experience in digital inclusion.

Charts below prepared by Theresa Dunne, community development research analyst at the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.
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Participant feedback was positive. In a post-event survey we asked, “Based on what you learned, how likely are you to implement any

of the knowledge shared?” All respondents said they were either likely or very likely to apply what they learned. All survey

respondents said they expanded their professional network at the forum.

Participants also shared:

“The specificity of the sessions was great. Research on programs serving the digital inclusion needs of specific groups (e.g., Indigenous

communities, refugee women, etc.) will be valuable going forward. The session on economic analyses of digital equity was also a valuable

topic that is not often discussed in other digital inclusion settings. Finally, the session on engagement & qualitative research was fantastic -

lots of good strategies to implement.”

“I had great networking sessions, so learned a lot from conversations with other researchers and practitioners that will directly improve my

research.”

“I'm ~ 100 days into my new role at [digital inclusion organization]. Most of the content was new. I valued the professional

networking/people and the relevant insights into how to talk about and evaluate digital equity challenges as well as gain an understanding of

the work that being done elsewhere.”

What’s next?

Attendees expressed appreciation to the Federal Reserve Banks for creating the forum and when we will host the next one. We

are exploring the possibility and timing of a future Digital Inclusion Research Forum and anticipate an announcement in early

2024.
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Jeremy Hegle is assistant vice president and Community Affairs Officer
(CAO). In this role, Hegle leads the Tenth District’s Community
Development department with responsibility for leading and executing the
Bank’s districtwide community and economic development initiatives,
which address challenging issues affecting lower-income individuals,
underserved communities and small businesses’ access to credit.He also
represents the Kansas City Fed on the Federal Reserve System’s CAO
subcommittee and will manage the Bank’s Community Development
Advisory Council.Prior to being named CAO in 2023, Hegle led the Bank’s
digital equity efforts. In 2019 Hegle co-authored Disconnected: Seven
lessons on fixing the digital divide, a layperson’s overview of the digital
divide. He led efforts to narrow the digital divide using three
strategies:Expanding access to affordable home broadband. Collaborating
with state broadband directors, federal agencies, and local government on
broadband deployment strategies and increased access through
affordable internet programs.Increasing the supply of low-cost computers
by encouraging employers to donate their used computers to nonprofit
refurbishers, schools and community organizations.Informing banks,
foundations, government and policymakers of the complex factors that
cause the digital divide, the latest research on the topic, and creative
solutions to fix it.Hegle joined the Kansas City Fed in 2015. Previously, he
served in the Army National Guard and later helped launch KCSourceLink,
a small-business support organization that links thousands of
entrepreneurs with resources to start, grow and accelerate their
businesses.Hegle has a bachelor’s in business administration and an
M.B.A. from the University of Missouri-Kansas City.About the Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas CityThe Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City is
one of 12 regional Reserve Banks that, along with the Board of Governors
in Washington, D.C., make up our nation's central bank. We work in the
public’s interest by supporting economic and financial stability. The
Kansas City Fed’s territory includes Colorado, Kansas, western Missouri,
Nebraska, northern New Mexico, Oklahoma and Wyoming. Our
headquarters is in Kansas City, with branch offices in Denver, Omaha and
Oklahoma City.The Kansas City Fed Community Development Department
promotes economic development and public understanding that leads to
progress for lower-income individuals and communities. Our focus areas
include community development investments, digital inclusion, small
business / entrepreneurism, and workforce development.
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